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OUR EXPENDITURE
WHAT OUR MONEY IS SPENT ON

HOW YOUR TUITION FEE IS SPENT

Our total expenditure of £477m* in 2019/20 included:
n Day-to-day running costs of teaching,

conducting research and providing services
to students;

n Providing financial support and outreach to

students;

n Managing University operations (for example,

recruiting talented staff, promoting the work

of the University, recruiting and admitting
students);

OUR UNIVERSITY DELIVERS A MIX OF TEACHING AND RESEARCH
ACTIVITIES ACROSS A RANGE OF ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES

n Maintaining, improving and creating student

and staff facilities, maintaining and improving
campuses and accommodation facilities;

n Investing in new teaching spaces, research

facilities and IT and digital infrastructure,
refurbishment of existing buildings.

STUDENT SUMMARY
67% of our expenditure relates to academic services and student support
FINANCE FIGURES FOR STUDENTS 31 JULY 2020

£1.8m awarded to the Exeter Students’ Guild in 2019/20

Teaching is offered at a range of different levels, including undergraduate, postgraduate taught and
postgraduate research.
While the chart below shows where we invest our tuition fee income, it does not convey whether
this represents value for money. Value for money is determined by the outcomes that are achieved
in relation to inputs. Our strong and consistent performance in the National Student Survey,
coupled with our good performance in graduate destination surveys and recent data showing that
the earnings of Exeter graduates compare well with others reflect the return on the financial
investment that our students make when they choose to study with us.
Our research drives our reputation and also informs our teaching and the value of an Exeter
degree. Exeter features highly in league tables reflecting our high academic performance and once
more enhancing the value of your degree.

£375k awarded to Falmouth and Exeter Students’ Union

Where my student fees go*
For every £1 from your tuition fee:

5p
6p

1p
2p

14%

Expenditure allocation £477m*
2%

5%

41%
12%

41%

Academic colleges and services £194m

26%

Central services and students support £126m

12%

Premises £56m

5%

Residences, catering and conferences £27m

14%

Research spend £66m

2%

£1

8p

47p

9p

9p
9p

Interest Payable £8m

26%
For more information on each section of the graph please follow the link:
Where do my fees go? | Current students | University of Exeter

* excludes accounting credits and charges for pensions

JOB NO: 2021CORP002

*the figures represent the latest information available (2018/19)

47p

Academic departments

9p

Capital investment

9p

Teaching and academic space costs

9p

Scholarships and bursaries, outreach and
widening participation, student recruitment

8p

Leadership and Professional Services

6p

Library and IT

5p

Wellbeing

2p

Career Zone and Employability opportunities

2p

Sport

2p

Students’ Unions

1p

Interest payments
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Institute for Data Science and Artificial Intelligence // Branding

Use:
• Website
• Digital
• Instant magazine

IDSAI BRANDING ASSETS

IDSAI BRANDING ASSETS

UOE / FOLEON

HTML NEWSLETTER

IDSAI BRANDING ASSETS

IDSAI BRANDING ASSETS

FOLEON WEB

IDSAI SOCIAL MEDIA OUTLETS

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

IDSAI BRANDING ASSETS
IDSAI BRANDING ASSETS

INSTAGRAM

POWERPOINT

JOB NO: 2021CT008

ABOUT IDSAI EXTERNAL ENGAGEMENT PDF

LINKEDIN

2021SSIS009 Child Guilty Pleas animation

Child
Guilty Pleas
animation
Use:
• Website

To view final animation:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCpz-kRdkVI6URRpLiyOgJIQ/videos
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Horticultural Highlights
and Tree Trail
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Use:
• Print
• PDF
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TREE TRAIL
ST LUKE’S CAMPUS

HORTICULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS
STREATHAM CAMPUS

HORTICULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS
ST LUKE’S CAMPUS

A guide for visitors to the University of Exeter St Luke’s
Campus wishing to explore the diverse and beautiful grounds

A guide for visitors to the University of Exeter Streatham
Campus wishing to explore the diverse and beautiful grounds

A guide for visitors to the University of Exeter St Luke’s
Campus wishing to explore the diverse and beautiful grounds

Bill Douglas
Cinema launch
Use:
• Large format graphics
• Print
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Policy at
Exeter guides

MONTHLY ROUNDUP

Use:
• Print
• PDF

HOW TO

HOW TO

From Research to Policy

From Research to Policy

HOW TO SUBMIT EVIDENCE
TO A PUBLIC BILL COMMITTEE

JOB NO: 2021IIB009

WRITE A POLICY BRIEF

Policy at
Exeter film
Use:
• Web
• Film

View website here:
https://www.exeter.ac.uk/research/policy/
JOB NO: 2021CORP001
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Festival of
Compassion
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Use:
• Social media
• Website

EXETER FESTIVAL
OF COMPASSION
Join us online, on campus and on location

19 November – 28 November

JOB NO: 2021CS087

Business
School KSP
Animations
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ANIMATION | UEBS KSP ANIMATIONS

1

2

3

Use:
• Digital
• Website

Animation – logos appear from different directions

4

Animation – certifcates animate in

Animation – circles move up and down until they all meet in the middle

Animation – starts with a high number and animates to the #1

5

Animation – white strip from previous slides animates into search box
and text appears

PAGE 3 OF 3
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Lethal Force
Monitor
report
Use:
• Print
• PDF
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Toward a Lethal Force Monitor 23

Kenya

Recommendations
Regarding the official detection and investigation
of cases
• The NPS and IPOA should collaborate to consider
means of strengthening notification protocols, and
incentivising early and comprehensive notification by
station commanders.
• IPOA should treat as a complaint any media or other
report (concerning a death resulting from police action)
upon which they follow-up to establish whether there
is a case to investigate.
• The accurate inclusion, both for investigative and
reporting purposes, of deaths potentially linked
to police action would be greatly enhanced by the
operationalisation of the recent Coroners Service Act.
The new Coroner General, when appointed, should
view this is as a priority area.
• IPOA should continue its public outreach and
communication efforts to ensure that potential
complainants are aware of their rights, and of potential
means of contacting IPOA in the event of death resulting
from police action. These efforts should be particularly
focussed beyond large urban centres.

Toward a Lethal Force Monitor
Regarding the public reporting of cases

• IPOA should resume the regular publication of its
Performance Reports. Those documents should report
on the complaints received and the status of all the
cases, including on decisions to hold preliminary or full
investigation, or decisions not to investigate in such a
way as to provide a full understanding of the scope of
their work.

• In addition to its Performance Reports, which of
necessity address a range of issues, and which with
respect to deaths will tend to focus on the progress
of particular investigations, IPOA should consider the
periodic but regular publication of a dedicated statistical
release concerning the number of known deaths
following police action during a given period. This release
could and should be coordinated with other institutions
that regularly receive complaints (such as the Kenya
National Human Rights Commission) so that numbers
can be reported accurately regardless of which body is
or has been investigating the case.
Regarding the institutional/policy response
to cases
• IPOA should undertake a follow-up or review exercise of
recommendations it has made to NPS concerning use of
force and deaths resulting from police action, and should
report on the outcome in a similar fashion to the way
it documents recommendations made in other context
(such as with respect to custodial facilities).
• All stakeholders (IPOA, the Human Rights Commission,
and civil society organisations) should consider means
of increasing awareness of deaths resulting from use
of force by other arms carriers (e.g. Wildlife Services)
with a view to embracing a more inclusive understanding
of IPOA’s mandate as including the investigation of any
death resulting from contact with a law enforcement
official.

Photo credit © Punghi.

• IPOA should standardise across all its reporting whether
to discuss “police shootings” or “deaths following
police action”. The latter (which, of course, could be
disaggregated) is more inclusive, and would be preferable.

JOB NO: 2021SSIS006

Students
Supporting
NHS film
Use:
• Digital
• Web

To view final animation:
https://youtu.be/eSRFGDzz8lA
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APAC
Animation
Use:
• Web
• Film

View final animation:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=b2MCFIUWmGA
JOB NO: 2020ESE020
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Brochure
Use:
• Website
• PDF
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Digital Transformation
at the University of Exeter
Exeter will undergo significant transformational change over the coming years,
underpinned and driven by digital transformation. We have already seen how the
COVID-19 pandemic has created seismic change across all sectors and we can
expect this pace of change to continue. Universities and global education and
research will no doubt be at the forefront of this change, but to ensure that we
lead from the front and grasp the exciting opportunities on offer now and into the
future, we must ensure that we have the insights, leadership and capabilities within
our university.

Our response included the rapid
rollout of key platforms such as
Microsoft Teams and Zoom, and
the application of educational
technologies such as Mural,
Mentimeter and Padlet

Project Enhance was designed
to support colleagues across the
instituton to transition to blended
learning models, giving us flexibility to
respond to fast-changing conditions
in the external environment

In May 2020 we successfully
delivered 55,000 individual student
exam sittings online

We’ve also supported students and
colleagues lacking the necessary
digital infrastructure, providing
equipment and funds to ensure that
all can engage and succeed in this
environment

Our recently established Global
Enhance programme has been
created to accellerate our progress

Since 2014 we’ve grown our
portfolio of Massive Online Open
Courses (MOOCs) to 22 courses
with more than 250,000 learners
from around the globe

Our MOOCs are delivered in
partnership with FutureLearn

We’ve developed fully online
degree programmes, including the
MA Education

We are the Russell Group leader
for the provision of Degree
Apprenticeships, delivered in
partnership with our employers

Our Degree Apprenticeships
incorporate asynchronous,
digitally enabled learning
opportunities with focused periods
of on campus training, alongside
on-the-job training

In 2017, the EdTech Exeter Programme
was established in support of our
Education Strategy, working to advance
digital transformation through the
evaluation and implementation of new
systems, tools and support for educators

Exeter IT and Digital
For us, digital transformation is not about the
digital solutions that will replace or enhance what
we do today – it is about fundamentally reinventing
our business with our students and staff members
at its heart.

This includes ways in which we can innovate to:
• develop new portfolio and market offers

• explore new digital platforms and methods
Director of IT Services
for student recruitment

CANDIDATE BROCHURE
• continue to develop our blended delivery

The post-COVID-19 era will require universities
to rethink the way they have adopted digital
technologies to date, which has largely been about
adopting off-the-shelf products to enhance student
education. However, the future will be much more
user and needs-focused – not just for our students
but for staff too. Real insights from our students,
members of staff and partners will make us rethink
everything, and digital transformation
has the potential to reimagine all that we do.

In the last year, we have driven an astonishing level
of change in the way we deliver our educational
programmes. Student feedback is strong and staff
feedback highlights the opportunity to build on this
innovation and further enhance our programme
delivery and portfolio into the future.

• enhance our international experience for
all students while adhering to our Widening
Participation and climate change commitments
• create opportunities for life-long learning
and the development of digital international
learning communities
• develop ideas to embed digital skills across
our curricula
• adapt how we support the way staff work
and how they are developed
• develop how we interact with our global
partners for education and research
• change the culture within the University so our
activity sits comfortably in the digital world.

2

3

TOP 150
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Our digital educational experience
provided a valuable foundation that
informed our pedagogic approach
to responding to the COVID-19
pandemic and the shift to online
teaching

2 02 2

Medical
Mycology
website
Use:
• Website

View website here:
https://thefungalthreat.com
JOB NO: 2021CAMS026
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